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By JEN KING

Since L2 last assessed the watches and jewelry sector, luxury brands have begun to embrace various SEO/SEM
strategies on the category level, having been virtually invisible on Google search results in the past.

L2's "Watches & Jewelry 2016: Search Insights" report provides an overview of the sector's luxury and premium
players, uncovering how search strategy has evolved over time. Although watch and jewelry houses in the luxury
space are taking different approaches to search, the majority are depending on organic and paid search leads using
branded terms to drive Web site traffic.

"Luxury brands have taken a much more nuanced approach towards reaching their target customer," said Elizabeth
Elder, research associate at L2. "They don't want the customers who are shopping for lower-priced items so they are
willing to sacrifice visibility on certain keywords in order to strategically align themselves with the right market.

"Search is where 60 percent of watch and jewelry brands' site traffic comes from," she said. "Brands need to
continue to invest in their SEO/SEM strategies to stay ahead and make sure they remain visible to the consumer.

For the Watches & Jewelry 2016: Search Insights Report L2 examined the search practices of 66 watch and jewelry
brands from the luxury and premium category. L2 considered search engine marketing and search engine
optimization as well as organic traffic for its research.

Call in the search party
In the past, luxury brands did not hold a strong presence on Google search results if consumers used unbranded
keywords such as "timepiece" or "engagement ring." The exception to this finding was Tiffany & Co., who hovers
between the use of branded and unbranded search terms and organic traffic.

When unbranded keywords were searched, they often yielded results for major department stores, gray market
outlets and speciality retailers. While the results were on target, the search brought up accessible price points for
mass market consumers such as Fossil, Zales and Jared.
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Tiffany's iconic blue box with an engagement ring

L2's report found that of the watchmakers evaluated, 90 percent of site traffic for these brands was generated from
organic and paid search results. Propelling the search was the use of branded terms, such as the direct use of a
watchmaker's name.

This trend results in watch brands interacting with consumers that sought them out by name, meaning the consumer
was in the latter stages of the purchase funnel. While this isn't necessarily a negative, being able to capture the
attention of a consumer during the exploration and discovery phase of the purchase funnel may move those
unfamiliar with the watchmaker into a conversion.

A majority of well-established watch brands, including Breguet, Breitling, Omega and Ulysse Nardin, rely solely on
organic traffic. Many other brands practice brand-oriented SEM, including Hublot and Rolex, and brand-optimized
SEO, such as IWC Schaffhausen and Tag Heuer, strategies to segue consumers to its Web pages.
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Omega Seamaster 300

For watchmakers, their low engagement through unbranded keywords forfeits market share to gray market sellers by
default.

In comparison, jewelry brands' share of organic search traffic via branded terms drops to 85 percent. For paid
search traffic driven by branded terms the percentage drops further to 65 percent.

Given the crowdedness of the jewelry sector, brands work to differentiate themselves from direct competitors by
actively bidding on unbranded terms that apply to the industry at large. These terms include charms, diamond,
engagement rings and necklaces, among others.

Unbranded terms account for a third of total paid search traffic, and nearly half the total spend allocated to SEM
strategy.

Likewise, there is a gap between the levels of SEM activity based on price point and target consumers. This has
resulted in bifurcating performance between brands offering highly diversified collections and those specializing
in engagement rings.

De Beers for instance, known especially for its engagement rings, relies heavily on unbranded terms at nearly 50
percent, and organic category-optimized SEO of close to 95 percent. Comparably, jewelers such as Boucheron and
Graff Diamonds rely on 100 percent organic traffic only.

De Beers' Infinity Heart engagement ring

"Watch and jewelry shoppers are fundamentally different," Ms. Elder said. "Watch brands rely on 90 percent branded
keywords to drive their organic search traffic.

"Additionally, only one third of watch brands in our Index have ecommerce, which indicates that most of these
consumers already have an idea of what they want in mind," she said.

"Since the marketplace is more diverse for jewelry brands, we see a rise of brands playing with unbranded
keywords."

Overall, watch and jewelry brands rely on search for 60 percent of Web site traffic, and only 20 percent of
consumers go directly to brand's page. Interestingly, social networks only account for 3 percent of Web visits for the
sector.

In terms of paid search, 49 percent of watchmakers use no such strategy, but the remaining 51 percent do, showing a
strategic imbalance within the industry. L2 found that of the 51 percent who do pay for search, 24 percent use a mix
of branded versus unbranded SEM and 27 percent rely on branded SEM.

The jewelry industry relies more heavily on purchased search traffic at 62 percent. This percentage is then broken
down to be 55 percent mixed branded and unbranded SEM, and only 7 percent of just branded SEM. Thirty-eight
percent of brands do not use paid search at all.
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Searching demand
Understanding SEO and SEM patterns can assist brands in planning and placement of campaigns, and determining
which products consumers are most interested in learning about and purchasing.

Using Google's Keyword Planner tool, Karus found that Apple Watch received 60 million searches in 2015. While
this number may seem high, given the disruptive nature of the Apple Watch, many consumers were interested in
learning more about the smartwatch, but sales have said otherwise.

The most popular traditional watch brand was Rolex, although Apple Watch beat out the watchmaker by 42 million
search prompts. But, Rolex had more than twice as many searches as the third place brand, Tag Heuer (see story).

In the jewelry sector, Cartier's Love Bracelet is the most popular designer jewelry accessory for women, with 353,840
monthly searches on Google.

Cartier's Love bracelet

According to research also by Karus Chains, while Cartier is only the fourth most-searched brand, its classic yet
recently trendy fashion jewelry item is the most sought after online. Cartier's Love Bracelet has been around since
1969, but it has recently received attention from a younger audience courtesy of some famous faces.

The number one most searched for women's jewelry item is the engagement ring, with more than 14 million queries
per month. T iffany engagement rings in particular receive 86,630 searches a month, making them the most
researched women's ring (see story).

Unbranded terms used in search should not be considered unsuitable for luxury, often these keywords are
beneficial and may be able to sway consumers from one brand to another.

"Unbranded terms are useful for brands looking to differentiate themselves or to launch in a new market," Ms, Elder
said.

"For example, a luxury consumer might have an idea for a type of ring she is looking for: a gold ring, maybe a
Cartier Love ring," she said.

"However, Piaget just released their newest Possessions collection. Piaget can bid on unbranded terms such as
gold' and ring' to help promote its new collection and drive that shopper away from Cartier to Piaget."
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